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1. lntroduc:!on 

Comparative analysis has shown a close association betwee!l industrial development and high 
levels of per capita income (Syrquin and Chenery, 1989). This has led many countries to 
actively foster industrialisation. However, not all industrial growth leads to inc.:ime growth.. 
This is for two main reasons. First, as the experience of the former command economies has 
graphically shown, when domestic industrial production occurs behind heavy protective 
barriers, the 'border price' value added in industry - that is, the value of industrial output when 
calculated at the cost of imported equivalents - can be much lower than when its value is 
computed in domestic prices and then converted into international units of account through 
the exchange rate. Anti,· secondly, some forms of industrial development, especially those 
based almost exclusivfty on cheap labour, are only sustainable with a depreciaring exchange 
rate as countries engage in a process of competitive devaluation to lower their dollar wage 
rates (Kaplinsky, 1993). In these circumstances the intPrnational purchasing power provided 
by industrial production (in the medium- and long-term, if not in the short-term) leads to what 
might be called "immiserising industrial development". 

Both these caveats point to the complexity of industrial development in an open trading world. 
On the one hand, production behind closed borders may provide a misleading estimate of 
realisable incomes; on the other hand, "open-ness" per se does not lead to sustainable output 
growth, panicularly that consistent with high levels of employment and desirable distnbutional 
patterns. But at the same time, exogenous forces at ptay in global political-economy 
effectively remove the option of industrialisation behind closed borders and increasing open
ness is a reality which has to be confronted by industrial planners in both the private and public 
spheres of policy. It is unportant to note, however, that there arc different ·structures of 
integration with the global economy, each with different consequences for meeting economic 
and social objectives, and industrial policy needs to be fashioned with this complexity in mind. 

A key to the development of appropriate policy is a clear understanding of the nature of global 
industrial development (involving new standards of price and product comp~tition), both 
because LDCs may want to compete in external markets and because they are facing 
increasing competition in internal mark'ets. Thus, in both LDCs and the IACs alike, .. the 
clarion-call of industrial policy is increasingly one of achieving "international 
competitiveness". Whilst Krugman's injunction· against the dangers of reducing nationa! 
objectives in both the traded- and non-tradCd-goods sectors to the imperatives of the global 
market is well-taken (Krugman, 1994), it clearly remains important that LDCs position their 
industrial trajectories with a clear perspective on the changing nature of international 
competition. 

As will become clear in the ensuing discussion, the central challenge of industrial restrucruring 
during the 1990s is to move to new forms of industrial organisation - in wor~ in plant and 
fu:m suucrures; in the relationship between firms; between the industrial sector and the scienr.e 
and technology system; and in the relationship between the state and the industrial sec."tor. 
This "revolution" in industrial organisation challenges conventional wisdom on industrial 
policy, an~ particularly given the human resource intensity of organisation, poses specific 
challenges to LDCs. In this paper we will consider the nature of these changes in industrial 
organisation and the experience ofLDCs in adopting new fonns of organisation. On the oasis 
of rhis experience it is possible to offer a number of hypotheses on the ability of LDCs to 
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make effective use of these new organisational techniques and the implications which this has 
for sustained LDC industrial development. The paper concludes with a discussion of the 
challenges thus posed for industrial policy formulation and execution_ 

2. Paradigmatic Change and the Role of Industrial Organis:ttion I 

Recognition of the key ro!e played by mechanisation in industrial development has a long 
lineage, stretching back not just to Marx's distinction between manufacrure and 
machinofacrure, but before him to Adam Smith who believed that one of the critical elements 
of the division of labo~r was the eme.-gence of a specialised machinery-building sector_ It is 
thus not surprising that policy thinking has tended to focus on the quantum of investment as 
the critical constraint to industrial development. 2 

But in recent years. macroeconomic calculations on the sources of economic growth in the 
IACs have revealed that a relatively small proportion of increased output was accounted for by 
increments of capital and labour. the bulk arose from changes in the quality of these inputs and 
(although this is seldom explicitly theorised) alterations in the manner in which these inputs are 
combined (Abramowitz_ 1956; Solow, 1957). The econometric evidence for LDCs suggests a 
similar conclusion, namely that economic performance has been critically aEected by the 
qualicy and effectiveness with which additional inputs of factors have been used. One way of 
measuring these !:"actors is through the use of total factor productivity (TFP) estimates; as can 
be seen from Table l (which draws together the limited evidence available) there appears to be 
a loo£e positive association between countries experiencing rapid economic and TFP growth 
(notably Korea) and those with low economic and TFP growth (India and China during the 
relevant periods; the Philippines; South Afiica; Zambia). Focusing on the case of India, for 
example, it is often argued that low economic growth reflected low rates of savings. But the 
operative measure is not the rate of savings, but the rate of investment, and as can be seen 
from Figure 1, although India's investment rate lagged that of the IACs and both the first- and 
second-tier NICs, the shortfalJ was not significant and was largely made up during the 1980s.• 
Particularly in recent years, the primary source of India's relatively poor industrial performance 
is therefore not to be found in inadequate investment but in the sub-optimal utilisation.of these 
additional productive inputs (Ahluwalia, 1991; Kaplinsky, 1995). 

There are a variety of texts which summarise this d;scussion. See, for example, Piore 
and Sabe~ 1984; Womack et. al., 1990; Andreasen et. al. ( 1995); Kaplinslcy, 1994). 

2 At the theoretical level, this is reflected in H:irrod-Domar type models of economic 
growth. In policy-terms. for example, both the Harrod-Domar approach and the 
Soviet emphasis (based on Marx's distinction between Departments I and II) on the 
capital goods sector '1v at the heart of the influential early [ndian five year plans. 
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Table I: Total Factor Productivity Growth in a Range of Developing Economies. 

India (1959-79) -0.2 
China(@) -0.4 
South Africa(@.) (@.(al 

Thailand ( 1963-77) 1.5 
Indonesia (1975-82) 1.9 
Turkey (1963-76) 1.5 
Korea ( 1960-77) 4.5 
Argentina (1955-73) 1.5 
Philiooines ( 1956-80) -0.2 
Ymmslavia (1965-78) I 0.4 
Zambia ( 1965-80) I -2.6 

Source: Ahluwalia, 1991; own calc • .ilations for South Africa. 
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This econometric evidence on the limited role played by the quanrum of investment in 
industrial accumulation is mirrored by a growing body of economic history :md business
related literature which has hypothesised the epochal· transition between two differem 
paradigms of industrial development with very different organisational parameters (which we 
will refer to as mass production and mass customisation3). The origins of this body of 
thinking go back to attempts to explain the post-1973 slowdown of the global economy. 
Initial thinking had been that this slowdown was caused by high energy prices, but this was 
soon disregarded whe~ it became obvious that the slowdown in productivity groMh preceded 
the 1973 oil-price increase (Bowles et. al., 1983). Insteac, it is suggested that the slowdown 
of the 1960s followed from the e:chaustion of a particular mode of inaustrial accumulation, 
that is, mass production. This had developed during the course of the twentieth cenrury, and 
was characterised by the follov..ing central fearures: 

• price competition and product standardisation as the primM}' chan.cterist!cs of market 
compem1on 

• the use of speciai-purpose machinery, allied to constancy of product 
• the development of a fine division of labour and a hierarchical strucrure of managerial 

control 
• plant economies of scale in production 
• "point-optimisation" in efficiency, at the level of individual machines, individuai workers, 

individual plants and individual firms, and 
• arms-length relationships between finns in the production-chain 

For some decades. and particularly in the "Golden Age" between 1945 a!ld 1970. mass 
production riroved to be extremely effective. It delivereC: unprecedentedly high growth rates, 
and these were widely spread through the global economy (Maddison, 1989). But as the 
1960s progressed mass production began to run into difficulty, fer two L!ifferent but related 
reasons. On ~he one hand, the strucrure of demand was changing. As per capita incomes 
grew in the industrialised countries, consumers became more discerning and were not satisfied 
by homogeneous products ("a Model T Ford in any colour as long as it is black"), low rates of 
product innovation and poor quality. On the other hand, the labour force working-. in these 
mass production factories also registered their opposition; labour absemeeism and riimover 
grew, and the dissatisfaction spilled over into social discontent in both Europe and the USA 
during the late 1960s. Moreover, ;t bec:tme increasingly apparent that those firms and 
economies which had mastered and sustained this mass production approach to production 
began to experience falling profitability, growth rates and market share. 

By contrast there were a range of econcmic actors in other part!\ of the global economy -
notabiy in Japan and in some regions of Europe - which were able to sustain their growth and 
profitability. The initial reaction of following firms was to focus on the flexibility of these 
successful comoetitors and to contrast this with the inflexibility of their previous investments 
in special-purp~se mechanisation. The growing maturity of electronics-based automation 
technologies during the 1980s suggested a route to flexibility and comperirivtr?ess and which 

3 The literarure on paradigm-shift frequently refers to mass production as ''ford.ism"; the 
ascription. of the new order is variously post-fordism. flexible specialisation (notably 
Piere and Sabel, 1984), "lean production" (Womack et. al., 1990) and the New 
Competition (Best, 1990). 
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built upon past expertise in masteri.ng embodied technologies. Thus, during the course of the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. a number of costly mis.a.Ices ensued. For example, in the 
paradigmatic automobile i.Ildustry. General Motors invested S70bn between 1976 and 1985 as 
a competitive response to the growing market penetration of Japanese producers; much of this 
investment \\ras in sophisticaced electronics-based automation technologies. Yet it began with 
a market share of 44 percent, and ended this period of heavy investment with a share of only 
33 percent (Hoffinan and K.apliruky, 1988). In similar vein, Jaikumar's well-known study of 
the utilisation of flexible manufacr..iring systems in Japan and the USA identified very 
significant differences in pertonnance with similar sets of machinery (Table 2). Yet more 
recently, Europe's laggard industrial perfomtance can be seen to arise noc frcm under
investment of resources, but from the ineffective utilisation of these productive inputs 
(Andreasen et. al .. 1995, European Commission, 1994). 

Table 2: Comparison of US and Japanese ™5 installations 

I USA I Jaoan 
Number of diiferenc pans produced per svstem I I 0 I 93 

-----i 
---! 

Pans produced oer dav I 88 I 120 
~------~-----~-~-----i 

)lumber of new oarts introduced per vear I I I 22 
----1 

Utilisation rate (based on two shifts) I 52% I 84% 
----t 

Averaee metal cutting time (hours oer dav) I 8.3 I 20.2 

Source: Jaikumar, 1986. 

As a consequence, these various actors in the industrialised countries have come to rea.Lse that 
although the objective of flexible production was an appropriate response to the challenge of 
the new competition, this could not be achieved through the utilisation of new embodied 
technologies alone. Instead, it was necessary to move to a new form of industrial organisation 
- mass customisation - which both provided for large scale production and met customer 
requirements for increased product quality and diversity. Within this, e:nbodied technology 
played a role, but only m the context of far-reaching c::mges m the organi5ational 
infrastructure underlying production. Thus by contra.st with mass production, mass 
customisation is characterised by: 

• product heterogeneity and innovation, and enhanced levels of product quality \1/ichout 
sacrificing price competitiveness-' 

• the use of flexible machinery, often {but not always) involving electrcnics-based 
automation technologies 

4 In mass production, higher quality meant higher :-,.,,.,...s, since each factor-is output had 
to be exhaustively checked and reworked to ensure the absence of defects; by contrast 
m mass customisation, quality at source procedures meant that higher quality 
simultaneously became the route to cost reduction. 
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the introduction of new forms of work organisation involving tea.:n-\''Orking, delayering of 
managerial hierarchies and the tllree-way (up-down, down-up and horizontal) flow of 
information 
the search for economies of scope rather than of scale, th1.is promoting firm- rather than 
plant-attnoutes, and 
the pursuit of-systemic optimisation" in efficiency, involving teams of workers, interlinked 
plants, closer "obligational" ties between Eans in the production chain, and collaboration 
between firms in the sa."lle sector in technology, marketing and other activities 

Broadly-speaking, there appeared to be two routes to mass-customisati('ln_ On the one hand 
there were countries such as Jaoan where the predominant (but not exclusive - see Friedman, 
1988) form of industrial organisation was the large, integrated firm. On the other hand, anci 
panicularly in parts of Europe (norably the Third Italy and Southern Germany) clusters of 
collaborating small firms had bc:c:n similarly successful in global markets_ 

A detailed specification of these changes in production organisation is beyond the scope of this 
paper (but see Best, 1990; Bessam, 1991; Kaplinsl..)', l ':?94 )_ But it is helpful to brie~y 
distinguish between three essential elements which c:re rele•. ant to later discussion on the 
policy implications for LDCs - intra-furn organisation; intl!r-firm organisation; and the grov:ing 
importance of systemic integration_ 

The intra-firm organisational challenge 
Ma~s production evolved in a supply-constrained world which enabled producers to "pusil" 
products onto the market, making to forecast in large volumes with the confidence that a 
predictable pattern of demand would take up production )that is, as long as Keynesian macro
economic management matc'1ed cverall demand with overall supply). In so doing, production 
organisation was based upon the related principles of standardisation and functional 
specialisation. "Efficiency" was achieved by maximising machine utilisation through a 
functional layout in which special-purpose machinery was grouped together; maintaining 
adequate inventories just-iI.-case there were any disruptions to production, perhaps caus.!d by 
machinery-breakdown; ancf producing large batch-sizes to minimise machin~-downtime during 
changeovers. The emphasis on maximising machinery utilisation meant that 'i:1direct' tasks 
were conducted off the line; for example, in the case of quality control this invoi-ved a 
specialised cadre of workers checking quality and reworking defective components. · Finally, 
balance was maintained between meeting customers' needs for small orders and minimising 
batch-size by a sophisticated anticipation of market demand - production was thus 'supply
driven' and based upon forecasts of customer needs. When customer demand might be 
wtexpected or require small volumes, the consequence was either that customers had to wait 
to be satisfied, or the producer satisfied customer requirements from a well-stocked final 
goods warehouse. The relationship between these various organisational features is shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The organisational principles of mass production at the fi.'"m-level 

Mass Production 

Functional layout 
Process organisation 
Long production runs 

Large batches 
Maximum machine utilisation 

Long lead times 
Large stocks 

Make to forecast 
Complex controls 

Hi2h orooortion of indirect labour 

By contrast the new production philosophy of mass customisation is premised on production 
flexibility and small batches rather than on reaping the benefits of specialisation and scale. 
Minimum batch-sizes are much-reduced because customer demand is more fragmen!:d and 
volatile. Instead of a supply-driven manufacture-to-forecast schedule, a demand-pulled 
manufacture-co-order principle is utilised; and 'indirect tasks' such as quality assurance, 
supervision and machine maintenance are absorbed back into direct production. A primary 
.;hlracteristic of this "demand-pulled" production system is that product characteristic.s such as 
quality, differentiation and innovation become critical - price-competitiveness is an "order
qualifying" attribute for producers; "order-wi.'llling" arises from the mastery over product 
technology. 

There are a number of key intra-plant and intra-firm requirements to enable this organisational 
reorientation, of which four are especially significa.it - the introduction of a new form of 
factory layout in which individual "mini-factories" are devoted to individual market-segments 
(this is tenn~d "cellular production"); the introduction of multitasking and multiskillir15 . work 
practices; the introduction of quality-at-s~urce procedures; and the institution of new social 
relations of produc-Lion in which the division of labour between concept~.Jn and execution is 
reduced, a process which the Japanese have termed kaizen (contin~ous improvement).5 The 
first of thE"sc is largely a technical issue (for more detail; see Kaplinsky, 1994), but the other 
three identify the key importance of human re~ource~ in the new production system. To some 
extent this is a matter of education and traini,.. g. but, critically, it is also a function of the social 
relations of production. This includes a new compact between management and the 
wodcforce (often with significant implications for industrial relations), a reduced ro!.:: for 
middle management as corrununic1tion channels within plants and finns are reduc1;.1 and the 
introduction of team-work and a significant measure of self-supervision.6 To briefly contrast 

5 
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Many Japanese firms have been able to achieve significant inputs from their labour 
forces. f-ir example, in 1990 Kawasaki Heavy Engineering o~tained almost seven 
million suggestions from its workforce. For a discussion of the principles of kaizen, 
see Imai (1986). 
In illustration, one British manager's phrase is aposite - "the beauty of it is that with 
each pair of hands you get a free !Jrain". 
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the two production systc.ms' perspectives on labour, in mass production labour was seen as a 
cost of production to be minimised, reflected in the freauent conflation between 
"productivity/efficiency" and labour-productivity. In mass custorrrisation labour is seen as a 
resource to be augmea~.::d and whose potential contribution to innovation has to be maximised. 

The inter-firm organisational challenge 
The roots of the modem multidivisional firm lay in the separation of ownership from control 
during the mid-nineteenth century in the USA and in the multidivisional structure introduced 
by Alfred Sloan at General Motors during the 1920s (Chandler, 1977). There were two 
important related features of this evolving firm strucrure which are relevant to this discussion 
of organisational change. The first was the tendency towards vcnica! integration in which the 
firm not only manufactured its core product, but also many components (as well as a range of 
complementary services such as catering and marketing). Secondly, for those components and 
services which were bought-in, the general tendency was to develop arms-length relationships 
with a number of suppliers. These were generally snort-term in nature, tightly speciiieci, 
subject to change at the end of the contract, and largely determined on the basis of lowest 
pnce. 

These structural features are subject co change in mass customisation. The new emphasis on 
flexibility, speed of response to changing market conditions and product characteristics have 
led many firms to de-emphasise the degree of value which they add to the final product and to 
concentrate on c;;.re competence. Thus a greater proportion of componems and services ar~ 
bought-in . .i At the same time, the adoption of just-in-time (TIT) and t::ical quality control 
(TQC) procedures in their core operations has meant that they have new requirements from 
their suppliers - namely that they deliver more frequently in smaller quantities, that they deliver 
•vith absolute reliability (since incoming stocks are low), and that their components be 
produced with "zero defects". Consequently, the arms-length relationship with both suppliers 
and customers (described above) is no longer functional - close relatio'lships of trust are 
required as ~he speeded-up innovation process involves cooperation between these different 
firms ("concurrent engineering"); the assurance of zero-defect supplies requires close contact 
in the minutiae of pro<"uction procedures; flexible output schedules require frequent c~angt'!s to 
production and delivery schedules; and so on. For all these reasons the conventional- arms
length relationship of mass production needs to be succeeded by a closer, more long-lived and 
cooperative relationship along the productivn chain. The American General Electric company 
refers to this new relationship as one of "coopetition"; (Sako, (1992) terms it as "obligational" 
- both contrast this new pattern of inter-firm relationships with those of mass production. 

All of this has implications for the role played by small., medium and large firms. As the larger 
formerly mass production firms have begun to concentrate on core competence and to develop 
new relationships with suppliers, this has frequently led to the incorporation of small and 
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in the production chain. But since SMEs frequently do not 
have the resolll"ces to commaud these new organisational procedures, the iarger firms have had 
to develop the capacities to drive change through the supply chain, including in very small 
firms. In some cases, as in the fapanese auto industry (Cusumano, 19~5), this has led to 

7 For eXi:l..lli;Jle, whereas the Japanese auto finns characteristically bought in 40 percent 
or mor:! cf their components, in some cases their US counterparts in the early 1980s 
were buying in a much smaller proportion., less than 30 percent (Cusumano, 1985). 
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families of suppliers in which there is cascading responsibility for organisational change 
through the various tiers of production. 

But. mass customisation is not only achieved through the activities of large firms. In some 
environments, the same competitive attributes of rapid product !.nnovation, higb quality and 
flexible production has been achieved through the participation of small firms. The most 
significant example of this phenomenon is to be found in the "Turd Italy", which has come to 
dominate a number of industries includi.1g those such as clothing. shoes, fumimre and food
processing which are frequently regarded as representing the comparative advantage of 
LDCs. 8 Sclunitz ( 1995) identifies the critical condition for the success of these small 
enterprises. He observes that in general. the problems of small fums are not that they are 
small, but that they are· isolated. \\'hat distinguishes these mass custom~sation small 
.enterprises is that their close geographical proximity in industrial dusters means that they gain 
from a variety of (largely unintended) external economies which allow individual firms to 
specialise, for experience to be passed berweer: enterprises (often through the labour market), 
and to attract both suppliers and especially the marketing agents which are critical for small 
firms to penetrate distant markets. But even more critical to the dynamism of these small 
clusters is tha~ they cooperate in o•:der to achieve ··collective efficiency". Over time a 
relationship of trust builds in which firms cooperate to achieve common ends - perhaps in 
marketing and purchasing, and sometir~es also ir. design and lobbying. Once again, as in the 
case of imra-firm organisational changes, the criticai element of this organisational form in 
mass customisation is to be found in its reliance on different social relations such that small 
firms network, often with other small firms as well as medium and large firms, rather than act 
as isolated units. 

The growing importance of ~ystcmic integration 
The various elements of production organisation introduced by the Japanese in recent 
decades can be seen in either the limited context of a specific production technique -
potentially applicable across a range of production systems - or as an integral component of 
the new production system itself For example, at the plant level specific techniques have 
been developed to reduce inventories (Just-in-Time, ITT) and to ensure better quality 
procedures (Total Quality Control, TQC). These can be implemented as stand-alone ~hinges 
in procedure, often within the context of large-batch production of standardised products; 
alternatively, their introduction can be coordinated and be linked to the use of a battery cf 
additional techniques to enable the flexible production of diversified, high quality products. 
To operate effectively and to approach the levels of achievement attained by many Japanese 
firms (and some Western imitators), there is little doubt that these organisational practices 
must be adopted as pan of a wider, coordinated package of measures. Nevertheless, even 
when introduced in a fragmented manner, the competitive returns can often be high. 

These plant-level systemic features (Figure 3) can be contrasted with those practices utilised 
in mass production. In mass customisation, the emphasis is placed on rapid-response and 
only making to customer orders. This enables the plant to work with low inventories, but 
requires a different approach to machine layouc - these are now grouped together in 
"production cells" or "mini-factories:. But the transition to flexibility also requires new 

8 During the mid 1980s, the average size of Italian clothing producers was 5 .3 
employees; 5. 7 in furniture and 17 in shoe production. 
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quality procedures (since there are no inventories to buffer production in case anything_ went · 

wrong), that the workers are trained in a variety of skills and perform a number of tasks 
(hence achieving quick machine changeover) and that relationships with suppliers are· 
restructlll'ed. Amongst other things this reduces the number of ~,direct workers and requires 
significant changes in social relations, with flexible work-teams substituting for individualised 
tasks and a much flatter organizational hierarchy. These intra-plant systemic features are 
mirrored in similar inter-relationships between different plants within a firm, and in the 
relationship between firms. Once again. whilst individual plants and finns can achieve 
significant gains in their performance by adopting new organisational procedures, the real 
gains are to be realised when these changes are complemented by simiiar changes :.n other 
fums. The systemic inter-relation between these diffe.re=it organisational techniques at the 
plant level is illustrated in Figure 3 (which should be contrasted 'With the organisational 
skeleton of mass production described in Figure 2 above). 

Figure 3: The organisational principles of mass customisation 

Mass Customisation 

Ceilu1ar layout 
Product organisation 
Short production runs 
Small batches 
Quick changeover of machinery 
Short lead times 
Stocks minimised 
Make to order 
Simple controls 
Lower proportion of indirect labour 

As observed, this process of systemic adoption - which has beer briefly outiinc:i·a.?ove at the 
level of the plant - applies equally to the relationship between firms, both in the supply chain 
and amongst firms manufacturing similar products. .:.... critical feature of these systemic 
changes is that they reflect process and depth, rather than the transition from one steady state 
to another. As Hoffman observes, possibly the most significant change in tile transition to 
mass customisation is the endogenisation of the change process itself, so that the boundaries of 

systemic integration represent a moving target Hoffinan, 1989). 
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3. I\1ass Customisation: Early LDC Experience 'ft'ith Organisational Change 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the consequences of these organisational innovations 
for industri:tlisation and in<!ustrial policy in LDCs_ It is consequently not necessary to 
evidence the impact of these organisational innovations on industrial performance in d:e IACs. 
The evidence is however overwhelming, particulariy in respect to changes at the plant and firm 
leveL 9 One intere~..ing and relevant characteristic of the literature on the diffusion of these 
new organisationai principles in the IACs is the evolution of thinking on the transferability of 
!hese organisational principles outside of Japan (particularly) with respect to the cluster of 
ITTfTQC techniques, and from Italy with respect to networking between small firms_ Initially 
it was widely argued that this would be an extremeiy difficult. if not impossible process. s~ce 
these techniques were said to be ·culturally-based" and ci!.fficult to transfer. However the 
experience of their adoption in other IACs makes it clear that to a significant degree (bearing 
in mind earlier observations on the depth of '>yste::nic adoption) these organisational 
procedures can be widely introduced. The problem -with the earlier, gloomy prognoses had 
been that they fa.ilec! to distinguish between the technics of these organisational procedures 
(for example, the principles of inventory reciuc:icn md quality at source) and the social 
relations with which they are achieved. The specificity of both the Japanese and Italian 
experiences arises not from these technical characteristics of organisation. but in the particular 
pattern of social relations by which they are achieved. Although these are difficuit to replicate, 
there is no need to copy them exactly; alternative patte:-ns of social reiaticns can be utilised to 

achieve a similar t~chnical outcome (Kaptinsky, 199.;). 

The central question, therefore, particularly in the context of the opening-up of many LDC 
industrial sectors to ince:national competition, is whether the same process of d..iifusion can 
take place in low- income countries. This process is still at an eariy stage, but it is possible to 
drawn on an increasing range of evid.:nce with respect to the adoption of new organisational 
procedures both within firms and plants, and in the relationship between firms. It is clear from 
this evidence that the competitive enhancement arising from the adoption of these techniques 
in LDCs is not limited to cost reduction but includes speed of response as well as greater 
product quality and diversity. 

The diffusion of intra-plant and intra-finn organisational innovations 
Because of the limited diffusion of these new organisational techniques i.'1 LDCs, n 1s not 
possible to detennine their impact on aggregate industrial or economic performance. Instead 
it is only at the plant and firm levels that their sigrificance can be measured_ In what follows 
examples are provided on the impact of innovation in Asia, Central and Latin America and 
sub-Saharan Africa (more detail can be found in Kaplinslcy, 1994 and World Development, 
1995 ). This is done through the medium of .::ase-srudies to show the possibilities existing 
within these diverse LDC operating envirorunents. 

India: The erperience of Modi Xeror. 
Since the late 1980s an increasing number of Indian firms have begun to apply new 
organisational techniques to their operations; by the middle of the decade approximately 30 
large firms had.made significant progress, including with their sub-contractors. Of these, one 

9 See, for example, S-::1o_nberger, 1982 and 1986; Piore and Sabel, 1984; Bessant, 1991; 
Porter, 1990. 
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of the most successful innovators was Modi Xerox, a subsidiary of the Xerox CC'rporatioa, 
which is the largest manufacturer of photocopying machines in the world. In the early 1980s 
Xerox experienced a rapid fall in its share of global photocopier sales; moreover it largely 
failed to penetrate the emerging market for small copying machines pioneered by the fa!)ancsc. 
After closely studying its Japanese affiliate, Xerox implemented a significant programme of 
organisational change in its various ente.rprises. payiug especial attention to the problems of 
TQC (but also involvir..g a significant input from its design department). This restructuring 
programme proved to be very successful and Xerox is one of the few United States high-tech 
firms which has managed to claw-back market share from Japanese competitors. 

The Indian subsidiary of Xerox. Mocii Xerox, was incorporated in late 1983 and began 
production in early 1985. In a short space of seven years it was nominated by Business World 
magazine as one of the 50 'Most Respected Companies in India', and wa~ placed first in the 
Office Automation category. 

The rallying call for efficiency in Modi Xerox was TQM - total quality management - v.ith a 
Quality Policy which deciared that "Modi Xerox is a Quality Company. Quality i:> the basic 
business principle for Modi Xerox. Quality means providing our extemai and internal 
customers ..... ith innovative products and services that fully satisfy their requirements. Quality 
improvement is the job of every Modi Xerox employee" [Venkatraman and Knshnamoorry, 
1991: 22-1]. Six mechanisms were utilised to implement this principle: 

(i) Training 
Modi Xerox aimed for all of its workforce to receive some training. In pu:-suit of this aim, it 
grouped training activities into two major areas. The first was a nine-step quality 
imprnvement process, and the second a six-step problem solving process. Tiie cumulative 
numbers receiving training were 20 in 1986-87, 280 in 1987-88, 770 in 1988-88, 1,400 in 
1989-90 and 1,600 in 1990-91. 

(ii) Managerial beha-.iour 
These procedures were designed to ensure that management - at all levels - promoted the 
philosophy and practices of TQM. This involved the implementation of speciiic,.quality 
inspection procedures and participation by managers in group quality activities. If also 
incorporated a jfanagement Behaviour Survey in which groJp members evaluated· the role 
played by their management. 

(iii) Transition teams 
These teams comprised groups of facilitators - some full-time and some part-time - whose task 
it was to guide implementation of targeted objectives. 

(iv) Standards and measurement 
Modi Xerox developed a range of indicators to measure the extent of performance in a range 
of quality-assuring areas, including inventory control and customer satisfac:ion. This was seen 
as a route to continuous improvement since thr. objectives set in each of these indicators were 
continually revise<! l!pwards. 
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(v) Recognition and rewards 
Individuals and teams rec~ive quality awards. These include cash. awards in kind. and 
certificates_ In 1990 a corporate "Teamwork' event was organised. involving competition 
between more than l 00 project teams. 

{vt) Communications 
An extensive prograrrune of information communication was introduced. This not only 
overturned past practice by ensuring 'bottom-up' vertical floY."S, but also involved the 
introduction of horizontal networking_ These communication programmes included written 
material (such as a corp\Jrate newsletter). audio-visual media (for example, videos on quality
control) and programme~ discussions. 

Through the applic.ation of these six mechanisms Xerox Modi has achieved significant 
improvements, which suggests that they have been able to move beyond mere exhortation. 
Table 3 illustrates the extenc of improvement in a number of areas. Labour productivity - as 
measured by average production hours - rose in one year from &:> to 78 per cent of payroll 
hours. Defects per hundred machin~s were halved (although were still over one-third of the 
total). Modi Xerox's measure of operator efficiency rose by 12 per cent. and inventories fell 
from 140 days supply to 119 days. Defect free installations rose from 75 to 88 per cent, and 
customer satisfaction increased, although it remained below the target of 86 per cent. 

Table 3 Improvements Resulting from Organisational Change in Modi Xerox (1989-90) 
(%) 

Measurement Definition I Average Average Actuals I Target 

8. 8.89 8. 9.90 Sept 
'90 

L Labour Standard i1ours of 50.67 51.76 66.2 85 
Productivity production/payroll hours 

2. Defects (per Any defect, cosmetic, 76 64 341 5 
hundred) functional. etc. 

~ Photoreceptor Input-output ratio (output 89 88 -92 94 .J. 

Productivity yield per l 00 input). 
4. Op,..rator Hours in productive work 66.61 68.69 76.8 100 

Efficiency 
5. Inventory (days) Value of 140 128 119 7~ 

inventory/forward 
consumption for next 
month. 

6. Defect Free Installations without 68 75 88 lOC 
Installations defect. 

7. Age of Debt I Percentage of deots more 20 14 NAI 25 

than 60 days 
8. Customer Overall Satisfaction of 78 81 NA 86 

Satisfaction rvfX as a supplier. --
Source: Venkatraman and Kri shnamoorry 1991. 
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The Bra..""ilian automobile components sector 

The automobile sector is one of the largest sectors in the Brazilian manufacturing industry. 
Local content grew from 48.4 per cent by value in 1958 to 96 per cent in 1968 and 
automobiles have periodically been of considerable importance to Brazil's balance of 
payments. Amongst the major issues fd.cin!s these component producers were those l 
concerning the adoption of new org~sl!tioa.al techniques. Posthuma's' conclusion of the 
sector's operations is that " ... the introduction of new organisational practices was the rnoS! 
significant area of change" (Posthuma.. l 992a: 129). 

As observed above (Figu:-· ' 2 anci .3) one of the key indicators of the adoption of these 
techniques is the ir.:roduc:~c. of cellular production. A detailed sruci:-' of 21 component fams 
found that 19 had ::iegun : _ ~nstitute these ch~ges - three of these (one local and tv.•o TN Cs) 
had done sc in greenfield sites, rine (six local and three TNCs) had reorganised brov.'Tlfieid 
sites, and seven (three local and four TNCs) had adopted new layouts in both greenfield and 
brown.field sites. One sigr-..i5.cant feature of this reorganisation (which ,,.,.ill be picked up ir. 
later discussion) c.:-ncer::ed the capital cost of reorganisation. ;..rot oniy are :hese =iew 
organisational technologies not inheren~ly capital-intensive, but in Bruii ir appeared th.a: the 
previous forms of factory layout had been wasteful of equipment: "It \\'2.S surprising to note 
that many fums in the sample reporteci that the reorganisation oi:- production actually res:.:ited 
in an excess of production equipment which had to be removed" (ibid· 172)" 

The results of reorganised production appeared to be rewarding for innovating fimls, aithoug.h 
no data is available to summarise the overall net benefits arising. Table 4 provides infom:ation 
on competitive elements in two firms - one local and one foreign - and Table 5 provides data 
on performance in two plants of a single locally-owned firm. In all cases it is dear that 
substantial benefits are to be obtained from the introduction of organisational reform. even in 
the context of severe economic instability, macroeconomic imbalance, an under educated 
labour force, hostile middle-management, and senior management which seldom recognises 
the long-term gains of systemic organisational change and instead focuses in a more limited 
way on the introduction of isolated organisational techniques. 

Table 4. Percentage En ban cements in Operation following the Adoption of ne"'· 
organisational Techniques in Two Brazilian Auto Component Finns 

Local Finn TNC Subsidiary 

Reduction in iriti~ inventories 70 NA 
Reduction in overall Stock NA Significant 
Production lead-time 60 30 
Direct labour 10 70 

Machine set-up 60 NA 
Factory space 40 50 
Scrac ar:d :-ework 70 Yes 

-
Source: Posthuma l 992a: !75 and 178. 
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Table 5. Impact of Japanese Manufacturing Techniques in Two Brazilian Auto 
Components Producers 

Plant 1 Plant 2 

Before After % Before After % 
Reduction Reduction 

Lead time (days) 20 l 95 40 .:.1 A ...... 89 

Distance travelled 
(metres) 216 50 77 289 160 ~5 

Set up (hrs) 10-15 3 70-80 40 7 
,..., 
.'.)J 

Space (m2) 540 359 34 266 207 22 

Maintenance .iQ 0 70 41 .! l 

Work in progress 1, 140,000 20,000 98 8,800 1,380 84 
(units) 

Source: Posthuma l 992a: 181 ;ind 182. 

The Dominican Republic. 
Considerable progress in the implementation of new fonns of organisation has been made in a 
subsidiary of one of the world's largest electrical engineering companies. The Dominican 
Republic affiliate has approxir:tately 400 employees, of whom three-q:..a.rters are involved in 
production. Produc-jon control is potentially complex, with over two milliof} uruts 
manufacrured monthly, involving seven major types of product, with over 600 variations. 

In the early 1980s the parent undertook a major audit of its operations by comparison with 
Japanese competitors, and concluded that 30 to 40 per cent of costs were due to poor quality 
(for example, rectifying errors built into final products). Strategic objectives were thus set to 
reduce these costs-of-poor-quality, and this was seen to involve the adoption of both TQC and 
JIT procedures. The Corporation is now well organised in its presentation of JIT and TQC 
concepts and has a group devoted to their implementation, involving prepared presentations 
and training courses; it even possesses a specialised training centre in the United States which 
is utilised to assist restructuring in individual affiliates. 

Some six to seven years previously its parent had lost its dominant market share in the product 
produced in the Dominican Republic and responded with a two-pronged strategy of 
introducing flTtrQC and assembling offshore whenever possible to take advantage of low 
labour costs. This strategic reorientation proved to be successful and its market share 
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subsequently increased from six w seven per cent to 14 per cent. and the firm is targeting an 
enlarged share of 25 per cent. 

The extension of mrrQC practices to the Dominican Republic plant occurred in 1989 and l 
provided tangible benefits (Table 6). As can be seen. overall inventories (including work in · 
µregress, raw materials and finished goods) fell by ZS per cent. But since this subsidiary had 
more control over its work in progress (WIP) than its incoming and outgoing stock. the 
savings on WIP stocks were considerably higher, generally improving by a factor of ten. The 
result was that the space required in prndu~-tio11 fell significantly, and the time elapsing 
berween inputs entering and leaving the shop floor was similarly reduced by a factor of ten. In 
addition. the defect rate he.s fallen from ten to four per cent and Iahour p:-oductivity (measured 
in terms of parts/operatorimonth) rose fram 2,982 to 4,692 berween i 989 and 1990. The 
lead-time in three product groups was reduced frcm over 12 months to two to six weeks. 

Table 4.7. The Adoption of JIT in Electrical Product Assembly in US TNC 
Subsidiary in Dominican Republic Export Processing Zone. 

. 

Product Total \VIP (Units) Space (Sq.ft) Throughput 

Inv~ntory 
Time 

(t.JSS) 
A - Before JIT 47,322 25,000 4,960 12 

- After ITT 35,435 2,340 l,984 0.84 

% Improvement 91 60 93 

B ·· Before JIT 188,060 l.750 2,010 5 

- After ITT 141,045 320 1,340 0.38 

% Improvement 82 33 92 

C - Before ITT 40,858 960 d, 112 3.3 

- After J1T 30,644 120 1,286 0.29 

% Improvement 88 €9 - 91 
' 

. 
D - Before ITT 1,297 4,000 712 4 

- After JIT 972 250 712 0.25 

% Improvement 94 0 94 

E - Before ITT 67,142 1,200 1,571 8 

- After JIT 50,356 210 829 1.30 

% Improvement 83 47 84 

F - Before JIT 175,193 2,820 1,812 4.16 

- After J1T 131,395 182 1,106 0.42 

% Improvement 94 39 90 

. 

Source: Interviews, Kaplinsky, 1994 
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Zimbabwe. 
The reorganisation of a Zimbabwean office-furniture enterprise provides a good .::ase-srudy of 
the possibilities of introducing new organisational techniques in low income countries in sub
Saharan Africa. Partly be~ause of problems in obtaining raw materials and partly because of 
its manutaeturing organisatior ... the firm in question had experienced considerable difficulty in 
meeting customer orders with an adequate response time. As can be seen from Table 7, only 
39 per cent of opened orders were worked on in September 1990. A further 19 per cent nad 
been started but were standing as WIP. and almost half the outstanding orders had not yet 
been begun_ The value of the WIP which had not been worked on during these four weeks 
(that is, over and above the \VIP tied up in wcrk which was being processed) Wei.!: equivaient 
to ZS276,000, rwo-and-a-half per cent of the firm's total annual sales. Even where order~ 
were being worked or.. WIP levels were high. For example, in. the woodworking sec:ion 
minimum lot-sizes were so large that at least three weeks elapsed before the first completed 
unit emerged from the production line. As a consequence the sales department quoted a six
to-eight week de!ivery deiay, bui!t: upon an estimated 22-chy m.ar1ufacruring throughput time; 
this for a product '.vhose construe-Jon time was only 6.02 hours (of which five hours involve 
glue-drying). 

Table 7. The WIP situation prior to reorganisacion, end of September, 1990 

Description Number of Percentage of Value % of Value of 

Works Orders Tocal Orders (ZS'OOO) Orders 

Orders on which work 263 39 814 74 
was carried out, including 
month of September 

Orders not worked on in 127 19 276 25 

September 

Orders opened but not 280 42 NA NA 
worked on in September 

Total 670 100 1,090 100 

Source: Kaplins!...;.-, 1994. 

Tne long lead times which resulted from this large-batch manufacturing organisation were not 
only costly (since they required working capital to finance production) but were also becoming 
a major obstacle in final markets. Since they were coupled with the associated uncertainty 
about wLen orders would be completed, export orders were being lost. (Exports are 
p~rticularly important since they provide access to additional foreign exchange.) Many 
domestic customers orders were unmet and the value of these outstanding orders was 
estimated at ZS3. 5m, eq11ivalent to one-third of 1990 sales. The large levels of WIP also 
created a variety of extra 'hidden' costs in terms of floorspace, loss of production control and 
supervisory management. 
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In ear!y 1992 this enterprise began to make the transition to cellular production and to 
mrroduce 1 range of fil!TQC techniques. Although there is not adequate evidence to 
compute Lfie impact of this organisational change on the total operations of the firm, it was 
clear by rnid-1992 that in those areas where the changes bad been ir.troduced, the impact on 
competitiveness was significant. For example, in the industrial shelving cell (which acwunted 
for 15 percent of total sales), !abour productivity which increased by more than a factor of five 
(Table 8)_ Throughput time (that is, the time taken for materials to pass through the factory) 
also fell significantly. The distance rraveiled by the components halved and there was 
consequently a large fall in space requirements_ Although this office fumirure enterprises was 
at tee leading edge of application in Zimbabwe, it was one of over fifty enterprises which had 
begun to i.mple:ne~.t these organisational changes by the end vi I 992_ 

I Table 8. The Impact of Production Reorganisation: Industrial Shelves 

i 

\VIP 
Throughout time (minutes) 
Distance tra veiled (metres) 
Space required (m2) 
Output per hour 
Number of workers 
Outout/wcrker (units/hour) 

Source: Kap!.insky (1994)_ 

February 
1991 Pre-re
organisation 

715 
NA 

20 
90 

NA 
13 

NA 

july 
1991 

7 
4 

20 
90 
51 
14 

3.6 

November 
1991 

6 
3_7 

9 
27 
56 
10 

5.6 

March 
1992 

10 i 
2.7 
IO 
27 

288 
16 
18 

The diffusion of inter-firm organisational changes 
As observed earlier, the transition from arms-length to obligational relationships between firms 
takes a number of forms_ For convenience this can be divided into two broad families - the 
development of collective efficiency amongst clusters of geographically proximate small firms 
operating in industrial districts, and that involving complementary changes by different firms 

across the supply-chain. 

Collecnve efficrency and industrial districts 
Although the existence of industrial districts in LDCs is not well-researched, there are a 
significant number of instances vf this form of collective efficiency in LDCs. Reviewing the 
evidence of such clusters in LDCs, Humphrey concludes that this " __ provides ample proof that 
clusters of spectrally specialised enterprises can compete successfully in international 
m¥kets". Significantly, although "within these clusters there arc small firms ... [i]t is [also] 
common to find large firms emerging in industrial districts" (Humphrey, 1995: !;ii). 
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Possibly the most elaborate and thorough documentation of such districts in LDCs !:; to be 
found in Schmitz' recounting of Sinos Valley in the Rio Grande de Sul leather shoe industry in 
Brazil (Schmitz, 1995). Between 1970 and 1990, the Brazil's shart- of global trade in this 
sector ·incre:1Sed from 0.5 to 12.3 percent. and it became the third largest exporter after Italy 
and Korea_ IO The Sinos Valley saw the greatest concentration of production. accounted for 
most of this region's or1tput and experienced the highest rate of growth.. In 1991 there were 
approximately 1,821 firms in the Valley, employing 153,000 workers, producing not just 
leather shoes, but the components used in shoe production. in tanning. and in machinery 
supply and repair. Of these fums, around 500 produced shoes. All of this occurred within a 
radius of 50 km. from the major town. Novo Hamburgo. Almost 50 percent of these firms 
employed less than l 00 workers in 1991. The rapid growth of Sines Valley shoe production, 
especially for exports ciuring the 1980s. is shown in Figure 4 below. 

Figure 4. Sines Valley. Shoes produced for the internal and external markets, 1968-87. 
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Source': Sclunitz, 1995. 

10 As observed earlier, most of these Italian exports were accounted for by very small 
firms operating in industrial districts. 
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One significant feature of this cluster is the large degree of subcontractin~ with approximately 
one-fifth of all workers being employed in this capacity; many of these sub-contractors were 
small firms. Thus there is a significant degree of inter-firm cooperation. based in this case on 
close geographical proximity and firm specialisation.. Another significant and related featlife is 
the prevalence of cooperative institutions. including those dedicated to trade fairs. tannery 
technology, a technical school for related che.mical and mechanical technology, a schocl of 
shoe design and manufacture and a technological centre for shoe and leather industries. I I 
There have also been a number of associations grouping various types of producers with 
common interests together. Thirdly, a critical role has been played by marketing agents, which 
have provided the intermediation between locally-grouped producers and distant consumers, 
particularly those in external ma!kets. 

This experience of the Sinos Valley is not unique_ A similar export success has been 
experienced for industrial districts in Paxistan producing medical instruments (Nadvi, 
Forthcoming), for cotton knitwear in Tirappur district in India (Cawthorne, 1995), and for 
water pumps in Coimbatore in India. Similar clusters of activity can be observed throughout 
the developing world, including with respect to the· iruormal sector in which production often 
occurs in close proximity, including the c!ust~ring together of similar enterprises within 
informal sector "industrial estates"; but this process is largely undocumented. But what is 
unclear in this emerging body of enquiry is how far these agglomerations reflect L~e existence 
of "unintended" external economies and how far they involve the purposeful collective action 
which has contnouted to the dynamism of these clusters of small firms in Europe. In Mexico, 
following her comparison of shoe-producing industrial districts in Italy and Mexico, Rabellotti 
concludes that "the relationships between the suppliers and shoe producers are less 
collaborative than in Italy and are based mainlv on a pure market mechanism". Moreover, the 
familiar story of poor supplier development prevails - N[a]mong the sample firms, many 
complain about the low quality of components and raw materials, the scarce attention to 
fashion changes and the bad servic~ provided by their input suppliers. In their rum, suppliers 
do not accept responsibility for their low develo!Jment and accuse shoe entrepreneurs of 
having adopted a strategy more focused on price than on quality..... The suppliers of 
components and the manufacturers blame each other and the main deficiencies -are of 
communication and collaboration between the two linked sectors" (Rabelloni, 1995:36). ~ 

Driving re-organisarion through the supply chain 
The analysis of mass customisation's reorganisation at the level of the plant and the firm 
frequently makes the distinction between two stages of implementation - Bessant refers to 
these as JITl and JIT2 (Bessant, 1991), others as "internal" and "external" ill. The first of 
these stages refers to the progress made by an individual plant in restructuring its internal 
operations so as to minimise WIP and finished good stocks and to introduce new procedures 
to enhance innovation, speed of response and flexibility of production. But this will only carry 
the plant and firm some of the necessary distance which needs to be travelled. As has been 
shown in earlier analysis, for substantial progress to be made, it requires matching changes to 
be made by suppliers (and indeed customers), that is to move to TIT2. 

11 Significantly, "the five institutions ... would not have emerged v.ithout participation of 
the state sector" (ibid: 19), a subject to which we v.ill return in the concluding 
discussion in this paper on policy implications. 
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There is only limited evidence on the ex:ent of these changes in the supply chain in LDCs 
although it would :ippear that the weakness 'Jf LDC supply chains is one of the primary 
observed factors constraining the diffusion of these new organisational techniques in LDCs. 
There are two major reasons for this weakness. Firstly, many LDCs are characterised br the 
fragility of SMEs, panicuiarly in the modem-small scale sector and middle sized enterprises 
(as opposed to informal-sector micro-enterprises which flourish in many LDCs); this has often 
been characterised as the problem of "the missi:lg middle" (for example, JoffP. et. al., 1995). 
But secondly, the application L _ these new organisational techniques is, relatively '>peaking, 
still in its infancy in most LDCs and thus not many large firms have yet got to the stage in 
which they constrained by their suppliers and customers. 

One exception to this is a large Indian firm. Crompton Greaves, which manufacrures a iange 
of electrical equipment such as r.lOtors and fans. It has been one of the forerunners of 
organisational change in India and has made considerable progress in resuucruring the internal 
operations of some of its plants (Ka11linsky, 1994). As a consequence it has been forced to 
confront- the weakness of its supply chain and has begun to focus on the deliveries which it 
receives. This is a three-stage process. Th{. .first is to ensure that suppliers manage to deliver 
on time, more frequently in appropriately sized batches and with "zero defects". This enables 
Crompton Greaves to reduce its incoming inventories and to respona flexibly to changing 
market conditions. There are an increasing number of LDC firms which are encouraging and 
forcing the adoption of these changes by their suppliers, especially the large TNC subsidiaries 
which are driving the transit!on to mass customisation- through their global nerworks_ This 
process has been documented for Brazil (Posthuma, l 992a; Fleury and Humphrey, 1992), 
Mexico (Carrillo, 1995; Raxr.irez, 1995) and South Africa (van der Riet and Hendy, 1986). 

The seconti stage of supplier deveiopment strategies is for these leading firms to "open up the 
black box" which constitutes their suppliers and customers and to work with them on their 
internal procedures_ This is because it is possible for suppliers to deliver small batches of zero 
defect components with appropriate frequency, but to do so from large holdings of final stocks 
and through the traditional procedure of post-production quality inspection and rework_ But 
this provides only limited benefits to the production chain itself: since many of the savings and 
the incre:.5~ in flexibility and quality of the "core", leading firm are drowned out by l_llgher 
inventories and costs of quality in their suppliers. Thus for greater systemic efficiency, it is 
necessary that the same principles of mass customisation be implemented in the supply chain 
and by customers_ The Japanese and other IAC ·experience is that requires the core firms to 
"open-up" their suppliers and to work intensively on their manufacturing operations. Here 
there is much less evidence of LDC adoption of new forms of inter-furn organisauon. 

This limited pattern of diffusion is even more marked with respect to the third stage of 
changes in inter-firm organisation. This involves the diffusion of these organisational 
techniques amongst sub-subcontractors, boch down and up the successive tiers of the supply 
chain. Invariably, in LDC environments this requires working with very small microenterprises 
which presents severe problems in institutional c.ievelopment. For example, in the case of the 
Indian washing machine industry, one o: the major final customers is Whirlpool which is 
forci..'lg nTrrQC through its global operations. This requires it to encourage change through 
its su.pply chain. but sinc.e Qne of its key components is manufactured by Crompton Greaves 
which is independently adopting these same. techniques in its corporate operations, there is 
some evidence of matching ch;i.nge amongst suppliers. (This is however an excepco:ial 
process in the Indian context). But it is only whr.n Crompton Greaves opens-up :he black box 



of its suppliers' operations (which is only just beginning to happ·'..), and in tum amongst its 
suppliers' suppliers, that a process of systemic adopt;on can he ;2id to have occurred. As 
observed, LDCs are making only limited progress in this proc-ess_ 

The systemic adoption of organisational change in LDCs 
It is possible to summarise this brief overview of the diffusion of the new organisational 
paradigm in LDCs by focusing on the t:xtent of systemic diffusion_ This is descnbed in Figure 
4, which relates to the adoption of Japanese-inspired management techniques; a similar 
process of systemic integration can be charted for the Italian-inspired industrial districts 
(distinguishing, for example, between unintended external economies and various layers of 
collective action)_ At the early stages of diffusion, individual techniques are introduced in 
isolated fashion, and generally only apply at the level of individual subprocesses. But as the 
systemic adoption of these techniques deepens, so they are introduced in complementary 
fashion (for example, TIT and TQC procedures) and apply to individual plants and firms_ At 
the more advanced stages (to be found in Japan and in a few cooying Western firms) mass 
customisation involves close inter-firm coUaboration and the involvement of the whole 
workforce in a process of continuous improvement. Thus whilst a few leading West.em IAC 
firms can be said to have reached the "successful follow.~r'' stage, in general the leading LDC 
firms lie at the boundary of the "moderately successful/successful follower" stages_ More to 
the point, though, it is not so much the few leading firms which are germane to the process of 
diffusion, but the rump of the manufacturing sector (including the supply chain for these 
leading firms). Here LDC experience is less encouraging, and although no systematic 
evidence is available, it would appear that the "tail" of laggard enterprises in LDCs is much 
larger than those in the IACs. 

The attraction of mass customisation for LDC 
As observed earlier, mass customisation developed in the IACs as a response to changes in 
both supply .'.lild demand parameters. It is the latter of these two factors which frequently 
leads observers to be sceptical of the relevance of mass customisation for LDCs. This is 
because the desire by consumers for differentiated and high quality products re.fleets an 
economy which has few relatively few supply constraints. However, the large unfulfilled 
demand of most LDCs (and indeed of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe) "presents a 
very different picture, one in which consumers are willing t.o accept virtually anything which 
domestic suppliers offer. In these circumstances, it is thus argued that the developing world 
with lo\: per capita incomes will continue to find mass pr0duction more relevant than mass 
cu:;tomisa~ion; this was indeed the position of Piere and Sabel in their pioneering text on 
paradigm shift in industry (Piore and Sabe~ 1984 ). 
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However. it has become increasingly obvious that this is a largely mistaken presumption_ In 
pan this is because production with large inventories and poor quality is in fact economically 
wasteful - mass customisation offers the mtultaneous benefits of lo,,1-cost production, higher 
quality and greater product differentiatiori_ It also follows from the fact that as trade barriers 
are reduced. mass production enterprises are confronted by greater competition in the 
domestic market, including by external suppliers who are successfully managing the transition 
to mas customisation; similariy, competitiveness in external markets requires the attributes 
provided by the new forms of production organisation. For these and other reasons listed in 
Figure 5, ~here are strong reasons to argue the relevance of mass customisation to LDC 
operating conditions. This does not mean that it applies equally in all sectors, or in all respects 
(for, to some extent, customisation of products does add to product cost). But as a "central 
tendency", mass customisation is as relevant to LDCs as were the principles of mass 
production which guided industrial resource allocation in pre .. ious decades. This being, the 
case, it is necessary to consider the reiated questions of what LDC-specific obstacles ex:iSL to 

limit the diffusion of mass customisation, a.11d wnat policy implications follow from this. 

Figure 5. Potential Benefits Arising from the Successfol lntroduction of 
Mas~ Customisation Techniques in Developing Countries. 

The costs of adopting mass customisation techniques are low; 

2 The barriers to entry are low; 

3 Mass customisation techniques are not capital extensive; 

4 Mass customisation techniques are not foreign exchange intensive; 

5 Mass customisation techniques increase productivity growth and reduce 
production costs; 

6 Mass customisation techniques are beneficial to corporate profitability; 

7 Mass customisation allow firms to better serve their customer needs; 
8 By promoting flexibility, mass customisation techniques reduce 

economies of scale; 
9 By improving quality, reliability in production and lowering ccsts, mass 

customisation techniques facilitate exports; and 
I 0 By promoting flexibility, mass customisation techniques allow firms to 

respond to exogenous shocks which affect the demand for their 
products and the supply of their inputs. 
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4. Arc there LDC-Specific Obstacles to the Adoption of New Forms of Industrial 
Organisation? 

In the discussion surrounding Figure 4 it was observed that the diffusion of mass 
customisation in I.DCs was relatively limited, both in relatiC'n to the depth of adoption by the 
leading firms and in relation to the breadth of adoption across the industrial sector. In 
principle, two factors could explain this picture of low diffusion. The first is that adoption is a 
sequential process, a matter of time. Because LDCs are relative newcomers to flex:ible 
production (in part because of their insulation from external competition), it is thus natural 
that the degree of diffusion is low.12 The second is that there are a range of LDC specific 
factors which inhibit successful adoption of these new organisational techniques in production. 
It is important to sort through these two sets of explanations if appropriate policy instruments 
are to be cieve!oped. 

As far as the time-factor is concerned, a distinction is to be made between those factors which 
are necessarily sequential in nature - for example, the transition from JITl to JIT2 discussed 
above - and tbJse which reflect a process of sub-.optimal i¢orrnation flows due to 
imperfections in the information market. As will be considered in lhe discussion of policy 
instruments in the concluding section, many IACs have identified significant market failure in 
the diffusion of these organisational procedures and have developed appropriate policies to 
speed up the precess of diffusion. In this respect there is no reason to believe that LDCs 
present a different picture to the IACs. But it is also possible that there LDC-specific 
operating conditions which inherently constrain the diffusion of these organisational 
techniques in industry. Three such constraints can be identified - the low level of human 
resource development, the weakness of the supplier and physical infrascructure, and 
management and industrial relations 

Human resource constraints to the successful transition to mass customisation 
As observed earlier, mass customisation requires both processes of continuous improvement 
~ nc! the diffusion of multi-slcilling through the labour force. But what does this boil down to 
in relation to human resource development, particularly with respect to the skill endowments 
of LDC? Here it is necessary to distinguish between two related elements. Th~ fiist. is 
formal education which is generally full-time and pre-vocational. The second is training, 
which may occur on a full-time basis (the French model), on a dual-basis (the German 
system) or within the place of employment (a system frequently utilised in Japan). Generally 
the discussion of human resources and development tends to conflate education and training, 
but in the context of flexible production it is especially necessary to separate out education 
and training since they represent different arenas for policy-making. 

Clearly, lhe relat:ve importance of education to flexible production depends upon the sort of 
organisational techniques which are being introduced. With respect to the introduction of 
cellular and small batch production, it would seem that education is relatively unimportant as 
is confirmed by 1nuch LDC experience (Kaplinsky, 1994). In Zimbabwe some 6nns have 
made considerable progress with a largely unskilled labour force and in most adopting firms 

12 As the CEO of a leading American computer firm observed in a different context (that 
considering the diffusion of computer aided design technology in the early 1980s), 
"You can't rr.ake a baby in one month with nine women"! 
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(including those which made most headway). there was an average length of schooling of 
approximately six-seven years per worker, with low standard deviations. At this level of 
schooling. workers are barely literate. Perhaps more significantly, there was no difference in 
th~ formal schooling of workers in the relatively successful and unsuccessful adopter firms, 
or in those parts of individual plants which were restructured and those which continued to 
operate with traditional practices. Similarly, in India one of the more successful innovators 
was a jute-spinning mill in which many of the participants in quality circles) were either 
illiterate (8%) or barely literate (22% ). 

But as the range of ic:chniques introduced widens. so the requirements for formal education 
tend to grow. Moreover, as workers become more involved in processes of continuous 
improvement, so it is likely that they will be aided by a greater understanding of underlying 
technical processes and this, in rum, is likely to be assisted by the de~th of formal education. 
In th.e long run. therefore, as the Japanese clearly believe, formal education is an important 
adjunct to the systemic utilisation of these organisational techniques, even though in the short 
run continual progress can be made with low levels ofliteracy on the shop floor. 

By contrast, training appears to be more closely related to successful adoption in LDCs, even 
when these techniq:ies are utilised as individual techniques rather than in a systemic package. 
In Zimbabwe. the degree of success in implementation seems to be closely correlated with in
p lwt invesunem in training and in the least successful cases. management explicitly refused 
to expand training despite specific requests from shopfloor management. By contrast, in 
Mexico, Ford not only located its relatively successful Hermosillo plant in an area in which 
there was a multiplicity of educational and training instirutions and but then invested heavily 
in training and subsequently sent many workers abroad to other Ford plants in order to 
increase their skills. In India the Escorts motorcycle plant, built in collaboration with 
Yamaha, also located in an area in which the labour force was relatively highly educated, but 
unlike Ford, it did not subsequently invest to any great extent in providing industrial training_ 
It is significant that implementation in the Escorts plant was not nearly as successful as that at 
Hermosillo. It is also perhaps significant that this relative lack of success was not simply due 
to Escorts' Indian location since Crompton Greaves (the most successful large implementer in 
India) saw training as one of its primary areas of investment and developed a series of 
training targets which were ratcheted up every year (Nohria and Gladstone, 1991): · 

However, the relative importance of training to flexible production clearly reilects the sector 
of production. as well as the narure of the operations undertaken by individual firms. It is 
notable that firms in the Dominican Republic export processing zones appear to be 
uninterested in an educated labour force (and provide little subsequent training). This 
reflects not only the low-tech narure of the clothing and shoe industries, but also the types of 
production undertaken in export-processing zone (Mathews, 1994). 

It is possible to draw a number of general conclusions from the exper.ence of these 
implementing firms with regard to education and training and the systemic adoption of the 
new orgadsatio:ial techniques. Firs:, it can be deduc~d from the e:vidence of adoption in 
LDCs that the educational and training bamers to entry for the application of individual 
techniques are often negligible. Second, training - generally intra-firm - appears to be more 
important than formal education in the successful utilisation of these techniques. Third, the 
greater the degree of flexibility required in production. the more the need for multi-skilling; 
this multi-skilling necessarily applies across a broad range of worker$ rather than only 



amongst the elite of the •skilled .. workers. Thus it is not merely a matter of increasing the 
number of "skilled workers", but rather of spreading a multiplicity of skills through large 
segments of the workforce. And, finally, both because of this requirement for a multiskilled 
workforce and because worker !larticipation in continuous improvement requires a greater 
understanding of underlying technical processes, it would appear that the systemic adoption 
of the new organisational procedures is likely to require both an educated and a trained 
labcur force. In this, LDCs are disadvantaged in the adoption of these new organisational 
techniques, but it is difficult to evaluate the relative significance of these requirements. It is 
not clear how much education is required for appropriate training to be successful or, indeed 
(and perhaps more importantly) what forms of education are requi1 ·:\~. l3 

Inter-firm cooperation and successful transition to mass customisation 
As seen in earlier sections, the transition towards the more systemic adoption of the new 
organisational techniques tends to be associated not only ""ith the development of processes 
of continuous improvement, but also with changed inter-firm relations. In Japan, the major 
assemblers form "clubs" of suppliers where each tier takes responsibility for the efficient 
performance of its own suppliers. In western following economies, this realm of innovation 
has proven to be particularly difficulty to replicate. LDC experience suggests a significantly 
exacerbated problem with these inter-firm linkages, particularly when inputs are sourced from 
SMEs. It has long been noted that the supplier infrastructure tends to be very weak in these 
countries and that many finns have been forced into a much greater degree of vertical 
integration than they would have preferred - this goes against much of the new conventional 
wisdom in which fums are being induced to concentrate on the core activities. 

These problems of poor supplier capability are compounded by poor physical infrastructure. 
Bearing in mind that in Japan, Toyota (possibly the most advanced large-scale exponent of 
mass customised production) has traditionally achieved low inventories by locating its 
suppliers in close proximity (in Toyota City), this requires an efficiently functioning transport 
infrastructure. The transition to electronic data interchange (EDQ in coordinating production 
scheduling also places demands on a new fonn of telecommunications-intensive 
infrastructure ("infostrucrure"). Few firms in LDCs have made significant progress in_ this 
aspect of the systemic adoption of ITT. In the Dominican Republic, for example, in .the early 
1990s clearing items from the harbour took between 30 and 60 days, putting paid 'to a.""!y 
attempts to reduce incoming imported inputs. In an effort to reduce dependence on these 
imports, Colgate-Palmolive offered a 30 percent price supplement to local canon suppliers 
who would deliver reliably, in short batches and with zero-defects, but was unable to induce 
the necessary changes in any of its domestic suppliers. 

Given the role played by Mazda in the design and operation of the Ford's Mexican plant at 
Hennosillc, it is not surprising to find that elaborate measures have been talcen to promote 
ITT operation (Shaiken and Browne, 199 l ). In the e.irly 1990s, 65 percent of initial 
component purchases by value (and 80 percent by weight} were imported from Japan. The 
large share of imported components arises directly from problems with local suppliers and 

13. For example, team-working and continuous improvement may require the ability to 
analyse problems, to communicate ideas and to work coopera~ively. The traditional 
schooling curricula in many LDCs, by contrast, teach rote knowledge and encourage 
individualised performance. 
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with infrastructure_ Roads are poor and rail deliveries - even over short distances - take 10-
30 days_ Thus the plant is deh'berately located near a deep-sea port to facilitate inventory 
minimisation of imported components_ m deliveries to the plant arrive daily. having been 
dispatched from Japan. and consolidated and stored on a "one-day-at-a-time• basis near the 
port in Mexico and then delivered ·m- to Hermosillo. Hermosillo has one day stock on 
hand, one day in its warehouse, and one day in transit from the port consolidation centre_ 
Deliveries by sea are carefully programmed (Hermosillo is directly linked by satellite 
connections with Ford in the United States and with Mazda in Japan) and take 21 days; three 
ships per month serve the plant's needs. Twelve Mexico City component supplier.i ship 
directly to this consolidation centre which then programmes ITT deliveries to Hermosillo. 
These problems with poor supplier capability and infrastructure are mirrored in both India 
and Zimbabwe. both because of weak physical and supplier infrastructure.14 

There is thus a common story in this LDC experience with changing inter-firm relatior.s. 
Even more than in the case of the western followers of Japan. considerable difficulties have 
been experienced in reorienting these relations, and thus in making more progress towards 
the systemic application of these r.ew organisational techniques. It is clear, thus, that in this 
respect there are indeed LDC specific barriers to implementation. 

iUanagement, industrial relations and culture 
There is widespread belief that management. industri:tl relatio:ls and cultural factors play a 
critical role in the success with which mass customisation diffuses, determining both 
successful and unsuccessful outcomes. A5 in the IACs, there is auundant evidence that 
various forms of manageriai failure underlie the slow pace of diffusion in LDCs. especially 
with regard to deeper forms of systemic adoption. 

International experience makes it abundantly clear that the extent to which firms make the 
transition to mass customisation is directly related to managerial commitment at all levels of 
the enterprise. Thus the factors determining the quality of LDC management are thus of 
considerable importance and it is important to bear in mind the following issues. First, many 
enterprises are often family-owned, and corporate growth and effective management are 
constrained by the reluctance of the family to devolve responsibility to professionally-trained 
outsiders. Secondly, and this partly reflects the lack of effective demand from the corporate 
sector, the training infrastructure in LDCs is frequently underdeveloped and much of the 
curricula and teaching techniques and still modelled on the now-outdated managerial 
practices of mass production - this is especially the case in smaller and lower-income LDCs. 
Third, partly because of entrepreneurial and manag~ria! weaknesses, the industrial r.ructure 
in many LDCs is often not extensively diversified. Consequently these managerial 
weaknesses make for an inefficiently organised large-scale sector - many LDC enterprises 
have weaknesses in the mastery of traditional practices of mass production and this makes it 
that much more difficult to introduce and sustain the managerial practices of flexible 
production. But in addition the weakness of LDC management also partly accounts for the 
frailty of the SME sector. Consequently, for these various reasons, it would seem that there 
are indeed a range of LDC specific managerial factors which undennine the adoption of these 
organisational techniques. 

14 See Kaplinsky ( 1994) for supporting evidence. 



With regard to LDC experience \ .. ;th industrial relations and the transinon to mass 
c.istomisation.. i~ is difficcit to generalise, partly because the empirical information is thin and 
tJartly because industriai relations are highly specific - to individual plants, finns and 
countries. In principle, it could be supposed that since industrial relations have evolved to 
support particular di"isions of iab::>Ur - for example, craft unions developed in the UK to 
support the power of skilled workers - those countries shifting their industrial sectors from 
mass to flexible production are likely to run into difficulties. In these circumstances there 
would be advantages in locating production in "greenfield sites", that is, in areas m which 
there is little history of prociu:tion and thus few impediments ~ithin the strucrure of 
industrial relations to the adoption of new organisational procecures If this were :rue on a 
2lobal scale, thea it mi~i-it be thou2ht that LDCs are in fact advamaeeouslv oiaced tn the - - - - ... 
diffusion of these ::te\l.· organizational techniques. 

Thus, although the e ... ide:-ice is limited, there are not strong grounds for suggesting rhat LDC 
industrial reiations are any more of an impediment to the systemic ado!:Jtion of these new 
organisational procedi.:res than those in the western L.\.Cs. fadeed, the fact that .:rade unions 
are often weak in LDCs suggests that in this respect they may be re!ativeiy favoured sites for 
the transition to mass ct:stomised produc:ion. 

"Culture" is a third fac•or which might impinge upon the ability of LDC.s ro adept the :lew 
organisational techniques !n a systemic fashion. For e;-~ample, it is sometimes :argued that 
non-Confucian cultures are inherently conflictive and this makes it difficult for them to 
develop the trust relations which are critical to the success of total quality controi, ITT 
production and continuous improvement. Similarly, the detailed evidence emerging from 
Japan on the mechanics of continuous :mprc·1emem (W"tlliarns et al., 1992) suggest that peer 
group pressure is critical - this can be related to the so-called "shame culture" of Japan, 
which is contrasted with tile (individualised) "guilt culture" of the West. 

There are two points which can be made with respect to these cultural factors. First, the 
evidence suggests that with one exception, virtually all of the particular elements of new 
organisational have been transferred abroad successfully.15 The exception is :he so-called 
ringi system of conser.sual decision-taking (which might be more accurately describ~ as 
consensual decision legitimisation) which whilst being an important component of the 
systemic adoption of new management techniques by the Japanese, is not critical to their 
success. Secondly, Dohse et al. (1985) draw the diStinction between cultural factors and 
those resulting from specific management anempts to alter the anirudes of their 
workforces.16 They identify cultural attributes such as the combination of loyalty and 
paternalism which arises our of Japan's feudal past, the group orientation stemming from the 
structure of feudal agricultural relations, and the com.-nitment to hard work. By contrast, 
specific programmes such as oayment and promotion systems and lifetime employment have 
been mtroduced by Japanese firms to elicit particular types of commitment from their 
workforce. These specific management techniques are often characterised as cultural 
attributes which are assumed to reflect long-lived social traditions. However, in reality their 
origins are much more recent. For example, Life-time employment was introdl!ced after 1945 
in the face of a tight labour market, and the compliant company trade unions arose after the 
destruction of the independent trade unions in the early 1950s. M~y so-cal.led cultural 

15. See Smith and ~sumi ( 1989) for a review of this literature. 
16. For a discussion of these cultural factors, see also Whitehill ( 1991 ). 
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factors - by impliC4.tion difficult to alter - thus turn out on reflection to be much mere 
ideological in content and thus more open to manipulation. 

Thus, there is little evidence to support the contention that culture is a significant constraint 
to the transitioa to mass customisation - especially in regard to "deepern techniques such as 
kaizen which are critical to the systemic utilisation of these techniques. Th~re are also few 
grounds for arguing that LDCs are specifically disadvantagec! in this respect. Moreover, even 
if this were to be the case, the cultures in many LDCs in east Asia are closer to that of Jaoan 
than are those of the "old industrial centre" IACs. · 

.. Implications for the Formulation and E1ecu=ion of Industrial Polio·. 

The Policy Agenda 
It is widely recognised that market failure is endemic in the process of technoiogical change. 
Arrow postulated three major r~asons for this market failure - because innovations are often 
risky and uncert~ because R&D inputs are indi...,isible, and because it is difficult to 
appropriate the benefits of change (Arrow, 1962). Mass custorrusation organisational 
techniques represent a particular type of innovation, that is, one in which technological change 
is essentially disembodied in nature. These disembodied manufacturing tecJ..niques have a 
relatively low "scientific• content and central principles are intrinsically easy to understand. Of 
the three areas of market failure flagged by Arrow, risk and uncertainty are the most important 
in the diffusion of these organisational techniques. The difficulties of implementation lessen 
the problem of inappropriability, and the low scientific content means that the resource costs 
of innovation are not high. It might be expected, therefore, that market failure was relatively 
unimportant in the diffusion of these new forms of organisation into production. 

Yet, if anything, the evidence would seem to suggest the contrary. Take, for example, the 
case of quality-at-source procedures. In the central ideas were set out 1931 But they were 
first on a wide scale in pose-war Japan and it was only in the late 1980s that quality-at-source 
began to be implemented widely in other sectors of western industry. r.n c:>sence, therefore, it 
took well over 50 years for the conceptually simple principles of TQC to be v.idety appfied in 
production. This suggests a new form of market failure, one not noted by Arrow and one 
seemingly intrinsic to changes in organisation, and particularly to the orgar.isation of work. 
This arises when innovation requires fundamental attitudinal changes in relation to authority 
and the division of labour. In these circumstances organisational sy5tems are particularly 
resistant to change, so that left to market forces, the pace of technological change will be 
socially and economically sub-optimal. 

It is when market failure is endemic that goverrunent participation becomes important, either 
to substitute directly for the failure of private initiatives, or to provide a market-friendly 
incentive structure to promote socially optimal investment. There are four key respects in 
which the state has a role to ~lay in speeding-up the diffusion of mass customisation 
techniques - to increase the demand for organisational change in production; to increase the 
supplrof organisational capabilities available to implementing firms; to ensure that these 
initiatives are obtainable at the national, local and sectoral levels; and to provide a 
macroeconomic environment in which they can operate effectively. 
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Increasing the demand for organisational change in production 
Part of the problem in diffusing these new organisational principles in production occurs as a 
result of imperfectly functioning information markets_ This is a particularly acute problem in 
many LDCs and the government-thus has a role to play in promoting widespread knowledge 
of the benefits accruing from successful innovation, the potential obstacles to success. and the 
range of services available to assist implementing finns_ There are various ways in which this 
failure in information markets can be addressed, and four are especially efficacious. 

The first involves a programme of promoting awareness as in the UK's low-cost Enterprise 
Awareness Scheme of the late 1980s. The second form of support for imperfections in 
information markets is through pilot-plant schemt ;_ This involves the government providing 
support for the introduetion of new organisational techniques in key enterprises on the 
understanding that they would ma.Ice their planes available for other firms to visit. In the 
Dominican Republic this scheme has been promoted and assisted firms have committed 
themselves to allowing their experiehce to be recorded, allowing visitors and to not 
retrenching any workers as a result of the innovations involved. Third. governments can 
provide financial support to encourage user firms, most effectively when it is only on a part
financing basis. Finally, governments can respond to-this form of market failure by promoting 
a programme of "learning by visiting". 1Jris form of technology transfer has proved to be one 
of the key catalysts for the introduction of new organisational techniques, in both the IACs 
and in LDCs. However, not only is chis seldom recognised as an effective form of technology 
transfer by potential implementers, but many of these firms lack the wherewithal (and 
particularly the foreign exchange) to permit this to occur. These informational and financial 
constraints are particularly apparent for SMEs, who often have a critical role to play as 
suppliers in a production chain. 

Increasing the supply of organisational capabilities 
When tecilnology is embodied in capital goods, its supply can be augmented by assisting R&D 
and/or by making foreign exchange available for the purchase of capital goods or for 
technology licensing agreements. But these mechanisms are largely inappropriate for the 
disembodied technological changes involved in the introduction of new organisational 
techniques. Instead these organisational technologies are embodied in people and hence 
wholly different mechanisms to promote supply are required. Three channels exist for this 
process of technology transfer. 

The first is through the internal operations of a TNC. Here the firm compensates for market 
failure through a programme of internalisation. The second potential mechanism is where the 
firm absorbs the principles of organisational reform itself: perhaps through visiting other 
implementing firms and through reading the literature. This was largely the route utilised by 
Japanese firms. Finally, organisational change can be implemented by contracting specialised 
sellers of technique and information, that is by links with the producer services sector. It is in 
this regard that market failure is most apparent. 

The producer services sector is coming to play an important role in this fonn of technology 
transfer in many countries. In the Ll\Cs this sector is often well developed, but in LDCs the 
consulting sector (which includes producer ~ervices) is mostly in its infancy. A World Bank 
survey of this sector in over 50 LDCs noted that a combination of factors - inefficient policies 
and practices of governments, the lack of professional institutions, difficulties in hiring and 
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retaining skilled staff <:.nd the poor infrastructural environment - was hampering the 
performance of consulting services (Kinnani and Baum. 1992)_ 

The producer services sector suffers from one of the three major elements of market failure 
identified by Arrow (sec above); that is, its •tech.nology• is difficult to appropriate since it is 
disembodied in form and since its central ideas are widely known and relatively easily 
understood_ To maintain their innovation rents, the producer services firms thus often create 
mechanisms to block teclmology transfer_ 

Government support for this market failure thus has to be carefully crafted. On the one hand 
the prnducer services ~ector needs to be provided v.ith enough scope for (Schumpeterian) 
technotogical rents to maintain the incentive to supply services. On the other hand diffusion is 
maximised when these mechanisms of appropriation are minimised. At the very least 
prograaunes can be developed to increase the supply of consultants who are equipped to assist 
enterpris-es with the adoption of new organisational techniques, but it is also important that the 
education and training system adopt teaching programmes which widen awareness and 
restructuring expertise. 

Organisational capabilities at the national, local and sectoral levels 
Italian success in industrial development has iargely been based upon collaboration by small 
finns, generally located in a confined area and often (but not exclusively) manufacturing in the 
same sector. These small firms cope with the growing indirect costs in production (such as 
marketing, market intelligence and purchasing) by grouping together into consortia. These 
consortia offer their members a cluster of 'real sernces' which include new organisational 
techniques and other knowledge inputs provided by the producer services sector (Pyke and 
Sengenberger, 1992). Many of these Italian consortia display the charactenstics of the 
classical Marshalian industrial districts. Amongst the key features of these industrial districts 
are the externalities which arise from a geographical locus to these finns' operations. The 
economics of location are suc.:-t that proximity to suppliers, to customers, to skilled workers, to 
financial and marketing services and often also to competing firms is a critical part of systemic 
efficiency. In these circumstances market failures are often best addressed by local rather than 
central governments. Thus in Italy municipal government has played an important role in 
policy development (Best, 1992). Similar trends emerge in Japan at the level of the Pre~cture 
(Friedman, 1987) and in Germany at the level of the Lander. ' 

Although common principles are involved in the adoption of new organisational techniques 
across a range of industrial activities - and indeed also in the service sector - there are 
nevertheless particular nuances which are specific to particular industries. For example, the 
steps required to achieve "rapid response" system in the garments industry are distinctive from 
those utilised in textiles; in rum, both differ from the "ring system" found in the shoe industry 
and from mixed model assembly techniqaes in the automobile sector. Similarlv, although there 
are generic training requirements posed by new organisational techniqu1»..s, each industry has 
particular needs. Thus the effective diffusion of these organisational te.chciques not only 
requires a geographical loc:us, but also a sectoral focus. In many countries this sectoral focus 
is partly provided by industry associations or industry training boards and indeed these appear 
to be most effective when they have been established and are supported by the industry itself 
But seldom do these associations and training boards operate both entirely independently and 
successfully and governments are involved in providing support, some of which is overt and 
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some of which is less visible. Thus at both the local and central levels. government has an 
important role to play in this particular aspect of institutional development. 

Providing an appropriate macroeconomic environment 
The industrial success of the East Asian latecomers is based upon an complex interaction of 
three processes - an appropriate and effectively functioning system of incentives; specific 
actions taken to grow technological capabilities. both within the state and private sectors; and 
the development of suitable institutions designed to respond to market failure (Lall. 1990). 
Organisational capabilities such as those involved in the adoption of rr:ass customisation 
organisational techniques require the same types of environment if innovation is to be 
successful. Some of thes"e incentives have already been identified in previous discussion such 
as the possibility of subsidising the price of producer services. But there a range of additional 
macroeconomically defined incentives and other policies which have an impact on the growth 
of organisational capabilities. The first of these concern the need for macroeconomic 
stability. If aggregate demand, inflation or the foreign trade regime fluctuate wildly this may 
make flexible production relatively less adverse than mass production. but it nevertheless dulls 
the incentive for innovation of all sorts whether these be in infleXIble or flexible production 
systems. Another important incentive which has an impact upon the effective utilisation of 
new organisational techniques arises from the observed link becween exports and 
organisational change in production. Although there are circumstances in which exports may 
be counter-productive for flexible production (as, for example, when large export orders 
encourage large production runs), in general the relationship is a positive one. Thus a trade 
regime is required which provides a stable and positive orientation towards external markets, 
at least until the process of diffusion has been endogenised through the growth in appropriate 
forms of domestic competition. · 

Funher, although the new organisational techniques are not a close substitute for costly capital 
goods (since as shown earlier, it is virtually impossible to achieve flexibility through 
automation without changes in the organisation of production), many entrepreneurs believe 
that they have a choice between reorganising production or utilising flexible automation 
technologies. Thus a second incentive influencing the adoption of these new organisa!ional 
techniques concerns factor prices. The new organisational techniques are inherently labour 
intensive in nature and. if factor prices are heavily skewed in favour of capital rather than 
labour, the possibility arises that entrepreneurs will be drawn to the embodied technology path 
to flexibility. However, this is unlikely to be a major factor limiting the diffusion of these 
techniques since there is little evidence that price, as opposed to problems in restructuring 
power relations in the workplace, has been a significant issue affecting the transition to flexible 
production. including those in countries where factor prices are widely regarded as being out 
of line with economic costs. 

A third macroeconornically determined factor influencing the adoption· of the new 
organisational techniques concerns physical infrastrucrure. A well-functioning infra50"Uctural 
network is obviously an important component for the widespread diffusion of new 
organisational techniques. Related to this is the question of infosrructure which refers to the 
development of an effective broadband telecoinmunication networks. Information is a critiwl 
component of the systemic diffusion of new organisational techniques throughout the 
production chain and, if anything, is becoming increasingly important as techniques of 
simultaneou$ engineering develop. 
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Finally, a key part of the economic infrastructure is the network of suppliers who are 
import~ .l\. in facilitating m~ production and who are capable of producing to high levels of 
quality. In Japan. Italy and parts of G-...rmany. the robustness of this supplier network in large 
part arises from the strength of the small and medium enterprise sector (SMEs). In many 
LDCs these SMEs are poorly developed and specific measures will need to be taken by 
government to support not only their general development. but also their ability to utilise new 
organisational techniques in production. Some of these government measures might be 
generic to all SMEs, and others might be specific to particular i.nciustries and industrial 
districts. 

The Policy Process 
It is one thing to identify an appropriate policy agenda in order to foster the transition co mass 
customisation; indeed, many policy prescriptions are available. But this is not the same as 
having these policies implemented successfully. For successful implementation to occur a 
number of prime ccnditions are required. First, policies must be fashioned to meet the needs 
of individual circumstances. Each plane, finn, network of firms, sector, region and country has 
particular circumstances, resource endowments and traje~ories, and these need to be ca.ken 
into account in the definition of suitable policy instruments. Secondly, the central government 
is only one institution of the "state". In many cases, and particularly whe:-e industrial districts 
and SMEs are involved, public policy might involve not just central government, but also local 
and municipal government. Third, and again particularly when SMEs are involved, policies 
may not best be directed at individual firms, but rather at networks of finns, preferably when 
this retlects collective action by the industrial sector itself Fourth, policy is not just relevant 
for govenunent - firms, producer associations and trade unions also require a strategic policy 
framework - and this generally requires purposive action lf it is to reflect the needs of 
paradigm transition_ l 7 Sixth, a strong conclusion of intem1tional experience to facilitate 
change at the enterprise leve~ particularly with respect to SMEs, is that this support is most 
effective if it involves a co-operative process between industry and goverrunent. This refers 
not only to industrial training schemes, but also to support for strategic focusing. 
organisatio:.d design, marketing. technological development and other fonns of change 
required in the transition to mass customisation. 

But, finally, and without doubt most importantly, the successful implementation of policy 
requires the development of consultative processes whereby the relevant actors are deeply 
involved in the development of the policy agenda and the definition of policy instruments. 
However appropriate, clever and sophisticated a policy agenda might be, if it is thrust on or 
presented to the prime actors as a tableau of change, it is likely to iemain merely that - an 
agenda for change. Conversely, a process of policy definition and implementation which 
involves all of the key actors might in fact have only a thin ver.eer of texrual backing. In this 
case, as elsewhere, actions speak louder than words. 

17 For a discussion of the challenges faced at the enterprise level in LDCs and for the 
implications this holds for gove!"Tl!T1ent support, see Bessant and KapLinsky, 1995. 
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